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Sensations Collection
Clitoral Stimulation Gel – $28

Tightening Gel – $28

A mint and niacin infused arousal gel that helps promote
desire and increase female libido; Crazy Girl's Arousal gel is
a must have for playful ladies looking to enhance their
sexual experience.

Helps to naturally contract the walls of the vagina by
increasing blood flow using extracts of ginger and
menthol. Add tightness, warmth and a closer sensation for
both you and your lover.

Oral Gel – Sugar Rush $23

Nipple Nibbler 2oz/57g – $15

Diva-licious Arousal & Pleasure During Oral Intimacy!
Made with Lubricious Ingredients to Produce a Smooth,
Satisfying Action. Makes Giving & Receiving Oral Pleasure a
More Fulfilling, Satisfying Experience for Both Partners!

Silky balm that glides smoothly on and around erogenous
zones, sweetening the skin and creating excitingly cool
stimulating.

Aphrodisiac Fly Sex Liquid $10
Natural aphrodisiac properties that can increase sex drive.
Can be mixed into any beverage or can be taken with
food any time before sex begins.

Lubes Collection
Water Based Lubricant– $25

Flavored Lubricant – $25

Warming Lubricant - $25

Booty Lubricant - $25

Exciting, stimulating natural menthol has been added to
much-loved botanically infused water-based lube from
Sliquid Organics to create in incomparably pleasurable
warming sensation during sex and self-love.

Specially formulated for anal sex and penetration play.
Clean, simple and amazingly natural water-based formula
has been thoughtfully thickened to produce a denser gel
that provides more padding and cushion for anal
enjoyment.

SILICONE BASED LUBRICANT – $30

Lube Sample Pack – $25

The super concentrated formula is silky smooth, and never
dries out or becomes sticky. It's an ideal lube to use in and
under water, because it won't wash off.

This handy kit contains 10 great tasting flavored lubes. They
are completely water based and water soluble, meaning
they won't stain, and will wash off easily!

Free of DEA, gluten, glycerin, glycerol, parabens, PEG and
a long list of other potentially irritating or harmful
ingredients. Packed with healthy, hypoallergenic, intensely
effective ingredients.

This tasty water-based lubricating gel is formulated to last
as long as you do and can go anywhere your tongue can.

Fun Collection
Dice Game – $15

Card Game -$20

After each roll, the opposite partner must perform the
action specified on one die on the body part suggested
by the other.

Combining drinks, toys, secrets, and intimate surprises
into a sexy little game for couples, the game follows
along the lines of the classic tell-all drinking game.
Instead of embarrassing secrets however, this version
was specifically created to inspire and engage lovers.

Host a Party!

Top Quality Products

Join our Team!

Get awesome deals, exciting promotions,
and free products! You will receive 10% of
your party’s total sales toward any product
on your wish list plus little extra depending of
your sales!

We only sell creme de la creme products.
We carefully choose the best products out
there. All our products are cruelty free,
vegan, gluten free, hypoallergenic, PH
balanced and good for sensitive skin.

You will share the best of bath, beauty, and
relationship enhancement products through
in-home parties. By selling the products and
building a team, you will enjoy the unlimited
earning potential and flexibility that comes
when you’re the boss.

*Prices does not include taxes and shipping

Shunga Collection
Bath Salt - $40

Jelly Bath Salt – $30

Scoop Treasures of the Sea into running bath water and
let bubbles form. Sit back and relax into an ocean azure
paradise.

Bath of love transforms your tub into a sensual wonderland
of gel. Hydrating and softening.

Edible Massage Powder - $45

Edible Warming Oil – $30

Use it to add a silky soft glow, a subtle scent and some
extra sweetness to the skin or sprinkle it over your bed
sheets. Absorb body moisture well!

Caress a few drops onto your favorite erogenous area of
the body and blow gently to release the gentle warming
power. Follow with lavish kisses.

Male Virility Cream - $40

Body Paint – $24

Apply over the penis before sex, and a 'fire and ice'
sensation will soon follow. To top things off, once your
lover comes in contact with you and the cream, it will
sensitize and increase her pleasure too.

Decorate your love with sweet, creamy chocolate art and
then lick it off.

Weekender Kit – Sensual $45

G-Spot Arousal Gel - $40

Silky cleanser that cleanses and moisturizes the skin in the
tub or shower. It's enhanced with vitamin E and natural
vegetable oils that awakens passion with the subtle flavor
of mint. Bottle contains 17oz/500ml.

Small size of Erotic Massage Oil, Aphrodisiac Warming Oil,
Romance Massage Candle, Aqua Personal Lubricant,
Dragon Warming and Cooling Cream.

Weekender Kit – Sensation $70

Massage Candle - $35
Massage Candle offers true decadence for the senses,
enhancing the thrill of a lover’s touch, all the while
nurturing and pampering the body.

Small size of Erotic Massage Oil, Aphrodisiac Warming Oil,
Romance Massage Candle, Aqua Personal Lubricant,
Dragon Warming and Cooling Cream.

Sensual Collection
Hemp Skin Butter – $30

Massage Candle – $30

Our thick, rich emollients absorb instantly, providing
incomparable moisture to areas of the body that are
prone to extreme dryness. This natural remedy is strong
enough for the driest of skin.

A mouth-watering, clean burning scented candle, silky
smooth massage oil and effective moisturizer all in one.
The candle is a healthy, environmentally friendly,
downright delectable treat for the senses.

Natural Massage Oil – $30

Edible Massage Oil - $30

The 100% vegan formula is packed with completely
natural ingredients, you'll be able to recognize each
one- making up the silky, non-greasy body treat.

A completely delicious, lick-able, suck-able and
indulgent oil for incredible hands (and lips)-on sexy and
sensual massage, Earthly Body has specifically blended
this silky pleasure staple to moisturize, soften and
nourishes skin.

Shaving Cream –$20sm 3.4Oz $35med 7.2 Oz

Toy Cleaner – $15

Rash Free shave cream is formulated to protect the skin
and provide a smooth moisturizing shave to any part of
the body. Designed for all skin types.

Safe to use with most toy materials, including latex,
rubber, silicone, plastic, glass.

*Prices does not include taxes and shipping

Men Collection
Blow job Gel – $25

Blow Job Gel (5 Pack) - $30

Just put a little bit of Good head on your tongue
when giving him a blow job and create the cooling
sensation of ice-cubes in your mouth without all the
mess and irritations.

Each one-Shot bottle contains 1 oz. (29.6 mL) of
deliciousness. You will love it, and your partner will love
that you love it. Enjoy!

Masturbation Cream – $25

Arousal Exciting Male Gel - $25

Lasting Spray – $35

Masturbator Sleeve – $35

Be a stud all night long with the desensitizing action of
Stud 100 The spray contains 96% lidocaine, a
remarkably effective local anesthetic that will reduce
the sensation of touch on your penis to help delay
climax.

A bright, discreetly designed sleeve masturbator,
Mood Pleaser provides a ready and willing solution to
your pleasure cravings, though it's a great addition to
foreplay with your object of desire, too.

A thick velvety cream packed with nourishing vitamin
E, aloe, coconut and sweet almond oils, Wicket’s
Creme provides tons of long-lasting slipperiness that
won't quit till playtime's up.

Intensifies sensation to the head and shaft of the penis.
Pleasure gel gives the head of the penis more
sensitivity and is intensely stimulating.

Vibrating Cock Ring (Silicone) – $35
Classic vibrating enhancer with deliciously full-sized,
silkily plush rabbit ears and four amazing modes of
steady and pulsating stimulation.

Toys Collection
The Egg – $20

Egg – Vibe $45 – Wireless $75

A complete classic that is a must-have in any wellrounded toy classic the Teardrop Bullet is a simple,
ultra-pleasurable multi-speed bullet.

Made from incomparable silicone and firm, nonporous
ABS plastic, this vibe is ultra-hygienic and
hypoallergenic, perfect for sensitive skin.

Ben Wa (Vibrating) – $60

The Wand – $109

In high quality body safe silicone, the Ben Wa Balls
are inserted in the vagina and the movement inside
will give you stimulation and the possibility to train
your intimate muscles.

Impressively lightweight, especially given her fullcoverage, ergonomic curviness is an absolutely
pleasure to hold. A flexible neck below bends with a
bit of pressure, making it easy to pinpoint specific body
areas.

Ben Wa Balls (Classic)- $20

Ben Wa Ball (Silicone) - $40 or $60 (v)

These balls are inserted in the vagina and the
movement inside will give you stimulation and the
possibility to train your intimate muscles.

These balls are inserted in the vagina and the
movement inside will give you stimulation and the
possibility to train your intimate muscles.

Lipstick Vibe – $25

Anal Mini Vibrator - $45

For incognito pleasure at is finest, the Lipstick vibe is
a petite, extra discreet vibe that takes the form of
an innocent lipstick.

This slim, sleek little probe has a classic, ultra-tapered
shape with a wide base for safe use. It's quite flexible,
but firm enough to satisfy.

*Prices does not include taxes and shipping

Little Vibe - $45

Dolfinger - $50

Extra silky and fantastically full coverage, particularly
considering its wonderfully manageable, travel
friendly size, this thrillingly powerful silicone offering
from the Posh collection packs a whole lot of fun

The Dolfinger will slip right one your finger for a little
extra stimulation when pleasuring yourself or your
partner.

G-Spot Vibe – $55

The Rabbit Vibrator - $90

Women’s Health made it a Winner of the Best Maxi
Vibe in 2007 and for good reason! Nothing is
healthier than long, hard, and multiple G-spot
orgasms.

Plush and squishy at the base, the Rabbit's vibration
intensity is controlled by pressure- a squeeze will speed
up the chosen mode slowly. Quiet motor.

Luxurious Toys
The Rabbit –$90
Plush and squishy at the base, the Rabbit's
vibration intensity is controlled by pressure- a
squeeze will speed up the chosen mode
slowly. Quiet motor.

Lelo Mia 2 - $109
The perfect way to keep your pleasure truly to yourself, the
USB-rechargeable MIA™ 2 massager possesses hidden
power and looks perfectly at home in your purse or
bedside drawer.

Lelo Gigi 2 - $179

Lelo Ina 2 - $239 Ina Wave - $259

A sexy pleasure product with a curved and
flattened tip to accurately target your Gspot, GIGI™ 2 offers exhilarating solo
pleasure, making it one of the most popular
G-spot massagers of all time!

The innovative and unique design of INA™ 2 changed the
way we think about rabbit-style massagers, and it will
revolutionize the way you think about your pleasure –
guaranteed.

Suction Double Vibrator $129

Lelo Mona - $260

A sexy pleasure product with a curved and
flattened tip to accurately target your Gspot, GIGI™ 2 offers exhilarating solo
pleasure, making it one of the most popular
G-spot massagers of all time!

Suction Clitorial Vibrator $119
The handy design impresses newcomers to
sensual solo play with its cute shape and
simple use. The curved head on this pressure
wave vibrator creates never-experiencedbefore climaxes with 11 different programs.

The INA and MONA Wave™ are here to welcome you to a
new age of orgasm. The first ever pleasure products to
mimic a lover’s fingers inside you, they undulate like the
waves that inspired their name, and promise an ebb and
flow of pure pleasure that will take you to the crest of your
strongest orgasms.

We-Vibe Unite- $109 or Sync $219
No two bodies are the same. That’s why Sync can be
adjusted to fit your unique shape. There are two
adjustable points to better target the G-spot and clitoris
with adjustable pressure. Sync fits comfortably in place
even as you change positions during sex.

*Prices does not include taxes and shipping

Kinky Collection
Fur Handcuffs – $25

Flogger – $36

Butt Plug – $30

Anal Beads – $30

Fifty Shade of Gray – $180

Booty Vibro Kit– $45

Packed with ten iconic playthings worthy of their
Fifty Shades of Grey inspiration, the Pleasure
Overload Set contains a fully stocked collection of
luxury pleasure tools, toys and teasers perfect for
sharing.

You can absolutely enjoy these three pieces
individually, the anal wand and plug are completely
safe for use on their own considering their nice and
wide base, and the egg vibe is a handy pin-pointer of
external sweet spots body-wide.

Ceiling Swing – $300

Dance Pole – $300

Others
Intimate Shaver – $40

This kit is uniquely designed for women
because of its included Precision Trimmer
attachment with a special comb that slides
over the trimmer for perfect bikini styling &
trimming.

*Prices does not include taxes and shipping

Host a Party & Get Free Gifts
As a hostess, having the trendiest, talked-about party among your friends isn’t
the only benefit. When you host a party, you earn credits to use towards your
favorite Xsense products! The higher your party sales, the freer gifts you will
receive. Start making your wish list now, talk to your Consultant about what
you would like to receive for free, and she’ll help you put your plan in place!

The Benefits – 10% of your Sales
When your party sale total:

You will receive:

$300
$500
$1000
$1200
$1500

$30 Credit
$50 Credit
$100 Credit
$120 Credit
$150 Credit

Refer a Friend
When you refer a friend:
Each friend that books a party

You will receive at their party:
$20 Product Credit

Join our Team
How Does It Work?

Starter Kits

As an Xsense Consultant, you’ll share the best of bath, beauty, and
relationship enhancement products through in-home parties. By selling
the products and building a team, you’ll enjoy the unlimited earning
potential and flexibility that comes when you’re the boss. See how it
works.

When it comes to starting a business, it is not a onesize-fits-all kind of thing. Our kits are totally custom.
Your mentor will walk thru all products with you and
you will create your own perfect kits following your
preferences and budget

Money & Rewards

Training & Support

Life is too short to have to worry about when the next paycheck will
come in. When you own your own business, you call the shots. You
determine the number of parties you want to hold and how much
money you’ll make. From $500 to $2500 a month or more, you can
make as much or as little as you need.

We are here to reach your goals and offer the best
services possible. You will be assigned to a mentor
who will guide and train you and be there every time
you have questions or need assistance.

Ask your consultant for more information.
*Prices does not include taxes and shipping

